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# Translated into English by : Hamid Farnagh.

Abstracts#

knowledge and guidance of human beings are the deeds of

Allah: the viewpoint of the Shia scholars

Muhammad Biabani Oskou’ei

Abstract:Is the knowledge about the Almighty God, theoretical

and should be learned? or it is an evident, and generally accepted one?

Is this knowing the deed of God, or is it the result of the activity of

human’smind?

The author has tried to find out the answers to the above

questions from the works of 20 Shia scholars.

Such works have been chronically arranged from the 3
t h

to the

15
th

century A.H. In this article, the works of the scholars like Ebrahim

Nobakhti, Shaikh Mofid, Seyed Murteza, Shaikh Toosi, Abdul Saleh

Halabi, Allame Helli, Ibn Maisam Bahrani, Mohaghegh Helli, the First

Shahid,the Second Shahid, Molla Saleh Mazandarani, and seyed Abul

Ghasem kho’ei have been studid and reviewed.

Mahdism in Qur’an (special verses)

Gholam Hussain Tajeri Nasab (Ph. D)

Abstract: This article considers and reviews those verses that the

Shia traditional texts attributes them to Imam Mahdi (A. T. F. SH) In

the article 54 verses of Quran, and 56 Traditions from the infallible

Imams have been classified by the author in 4 categories of commentary

of the words of the verses,i. e. paraphraze of the interior of verses,

nominating of evidence, citing a proverb, and testimonials.

Enclosed is an statistical index which includes the information of

this article and the two last articles published in the 10
th

and 11
th
vols of

Safineh.
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A review of a historical event

A report from the speeches of some of the scholars in 1952 ,

on the occasion of the anniversary of birth date of Imam

Mahdi (a.t.f. sh)

Muhammad H. Shahri

Abstract: some of the important religious speakres of Tehran were

gathered in the mid Shaban, of 1952 By the order of the director of

meeting- the late Hajj Muhammad Allameh- each of them spoke about

Imam Mahdi (p. b. u. h) for a few minutes.

This article is prepared by the use of recorded tape of that

meeting, in a collection of the words of those prominent speakers as the

late Muhammad Taqi Falsafi, Abbas Ali Mohaghigh Khorasan, Mirza

Ali Mohadeth zadeh, Mahmood Halabi Khorasani, Agha Najafi

Shahrestani, Seyed Muhammad Soltan al-Vaezin Shirazi, Ali Asghar

Etemad ul-Vaezin, Abbas Ali Islami Shahroodi. At the end a poem ,

taken from the autobiography of Muhammad Allameh- is presented.

Index of SAFINEH, 3rd Volume (No. 9 - 12)

Mr. Hamid Salim Gandomi

"Index" Aims the reader to the very exact information, in this

world of bursted of information.

The provided index, actually conducts the essays of the published

Safineh quarterly in the third Volume (Numbers 9 - 12).

The general instruction of usage in the Same the previous one,

which has been Stated in Volume 4 , PP . 143 - 7.

Here again the index is divided in to 3 indexes as:

1. The index of the essays, according to their topics.

2. The index of the writers and authors of the essays.

3. The alphabetical index of the Subjects, with their Sub - titles.
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A bibliography of selected works of the sunnite scholars on

Imam Mahdi (a.s): The complement of two sayings of

Tabatabaei - the researcher

Abd- Al- Husayn Tale’ei

Abstract: this essay includes the characteristics of 88 books written

by the Sunnite scholars in which whole or part of the essays is about

Imam Mahdi.

The author collected the information of this essay on the basis of

the information that Dr. Adab Mahmood Hamash (the contemporary

sunnite scholar) mentioned in his book "¹½k‾ ¹¼X½ke ¹wAnj : oT®ª§A ºk´ª§A" and

categorized the information according to the order of the documents /

information which Seyyed Abdol Aziz Tabatabaei presented in his two

sayings - mentioned in Safineh issues 10 and 11 . Part of the contents of

this study included in chapter 5 are the entries Tabatabaei - the

researcher had worked on and the rest entries are introduced in this

essay for the first time by Tale’ei.

Answers of some questions about Mahdi (a. s)

Mohammad NaserAddin Albani

Abstract: In this saying, Mohammad NaserAddin Albani- the

contemporary Sunnite scholars (Mohaddith), substantiates the origin

and authenticity of those Ahadith (tradition) cited in the sunnite sources

about Imam Mahdi and provides answers for these tradition . A short

biography of Albani included at the beginning of his sayings.

The suitable issues for research on Mahdaviat

Mansoor pahlevan

Abstract: In this saying , the author, after reviewing the

requirements of research on topics about Mahdaviat , classified " the

suitable issues for research on Mahdaviat " into 15 chapters, including:
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The origin of belief in Mahdi (a.s), reviewing the effects of other

religions but Islam on Islam regarding Mahdaviat and specific or

metaphoric mahdaviat , meaning of Gheibat (the occultation of the 12
th

Infallible Imam), the relationship between prayers with Mahdaviat,

comparative studies, authenticity of Ahadith on Mahdaviat, content

analysis on topics of Mahdaviat, the manners of politeness to the

presence of Imam Al-Asr (a.s.), reflection on Ahadith about Imam

Mahdi, giving commentary and explaining Ahadith of Imam Mahdi,

research on prayers and Ziarat to the presence of Imam Mahdi(a.s),

academic polling about the effects of (having) belief in Mahdi on our

society, recognizing deficiencies in writing about Mahdi, and enriching

the aspect of certainty to his presence in soul.
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